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WELCOME
2018 WAS A SPECIAL YEAR FOR GINETTA AS WE CELEBRATED OUR 60TH
ANNIVERSARY AND MADE OUR DEBUT IN THE LE MANS 24 HOURS RACE,
AND WE HEAD INTO A NEW YEAR FULL OF ANTICIPATION FOR AN
EXCITING CAMPAIGN OF RACING ACROSS THE WORLD.
Over the last twelve months, our in-house championships continued to thrive and
produced some of the best racing in the United Kingdom, while Ginetta machinery was
a force to be reckoned with in GT and Prototype competition across the world.
Four of the five of our home championships were decided at their season finale, proving
the close and competitive nature of our domestic grids, with the popularity of our series’
shown by the fact over 130 different drivers raced with us through the year.
At Ginetta, we love to watch our alumni go on and enjoy success across the UK, Europe
and beyond, and once again in 2018 we saw our former drivers fighting at the front in
GT, touring car and single-seater competition, with all six championships on the BTCC
package seeing members of the Ginetta family fighting for title glory at the final event of
the season.
We’re particularly proud to follow the meteoric rise of Lando Norris as he becomes our
first-ever Ginetta Junior alumni to compete in the pinnacle of motorsport, Formula 1.
Closer to home meanwhile, we’ve seen our three-time Ginetta champion Tom Ingram
develop into one of the biggest names in the British Touring Car Championship.
It’s not just our drivers making their mark all over the world, with our Ginetta G55 GT4
continuing to be the most successful GT4 car ever built. 2018 saw the G55 pass the
milestone of 100 international race victories, with standout performances in the UK,
Europe, Australia, USA and more.
2019 is going to be another busy season for Ginetta and we will be working hard to build
upon our previous successes and enjoy a fantastic year of competition, as we continue
our vision to offer accessible motorsport for all levels of driver and to provide a platform
for drivers to go on and enjoy successful careers across the globe.
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LAWRENCE
TOMLINSON
Ginetta Chairman

ABOUT GINETTA
Founded in 1958 by the Walklett Brothers, by the time Ginetta was acquired by current owner Lawrence
Tomlinson in 2005, it had already earned a reputation as one of the most renowned British heritage race car
brands.
Since then, Ginetta has well and truly made its mark on the international racing scene. With five in-house
racing championships, one of the most decorated GT4 cars on the market and an exciting range of
prototypes headed up by the G60-LT-P1.
Taking the lead in British race car manufacturing, Ginetta is putting the UK at the heart of world-class
competition, selling cars across the world and training some of the brightest stars in motorsport. Our
championships provide competitive racing for everyone; from the aspiring driver to the seasoned
professional. Combining top class manufacturing with a dedication to teamwork and success, the Ginetta
series offer unrivalled exposure for drivers, teams and sponsors both on and off track.
We don’t stop there either. What makes Ginetta unique is our ability to offer a genuine route for progression
from entry level racing, right the way through to international motorsport platforms. The unrivalled
motorsport ladder has taken drivers from their first race aged 14 into international racing stardom.
Every car is produced in our state-of-the-art, 75,000 sq. ft. factory just outside of Leeds. With many
components hand built in-house, we employ some of the UK’s brightest engineering and manufacturing
talent to bring to life the G40, G55, G58 and LMP1.
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GINETTA ACROSS THE GLOBE
Ginetta is a truly international brand. In recent years, our G55 GT4, LMP3, and G58 have put Yorkshire firmly on the world
stage. More recently our G60-LT-P1 completed its Le Mans 24 Hour debut, finishing 5th in class. We currently have a
customer on every continent thanks to our extensive, worldwide dealer network.
Our G55 GT4 proving to be one of our most popular exports thanks to its phenomenal winning credentials; the Ginetta GT4
has taken class victory in British GT4 seven times in the class’ 11 year history. In the four years since the G55 GT4 car
replaced the G50 GT4, the marque has already taken 121 race wins in some of the globe’s biggest GT4 race series.
In the 24 Hour Series, the car has taken class victory in the Dubai 24 Hours six times in seven years and the Mugello 12
Hours three times in three years. In GT Cup, the G55 has taken an impressive 48 class wins over the past five years.
There has been two overall wins in the Transam championship in class TA3 and TA4. Not only that, but it’s claimed a first
and third in class on its Motul Sepang 12 Hours debut in 2 years. The car is also proving itself as a force to be reckoned with
in the Pirelli World Challenge winning the GTS AM Sprint X championship with three outright race wins. There has also been
one overall GTS Sprint X championship.
At the Hankook Silverstone 12 hours, the G58 won the race outright.

SOME OF THE EVENTS THAT HAVE FEATURED A GINETTA IN 2018









FIA WORLD ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
LE MANS 24 HOURS
EUROPEAN LE MANS SERIES
ASIAN LE MANS SERIES
CREVENTIC 24H SERIES
V DE V ENDURANCE SERIES
BATHURST 12 HOURS
SEPANG 12 HOURS










25 HOURS OF THUNDERHILL
PIRELLI WORLD CHALLENGE
CHINA GT CHAMPIONSHIP
GT4 EUROPEAN SERIES
TRANSAM
GT CUP
FRENCH GT CHAMPIONSHIP
VLN
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TECHNICAL REGULATIONS

CHAMPIONSHIPS
Ginetta exists to get people into motorsport and our business is structured to facilitate driver progression from the first
moments on track all the way to international endurance racing behind the wheel of a sports prototype.
Drivers can enjoy racing a Ginetta from as young as 14 with the Ginetta Junior Championship, a series designed as the
perfect way into a career in motorsport. For more mature novice drivers, the Ginetta Racing Drivers Club offers a more
relaxed entry into car racing and allows adults to learn their race craft amongst like-minded beginners.
Our experience is that once drivers get a taste of life behind the wheel of their Ginetta, they don’t want to stop. Fortunately
our unique motorsport ladder allows you to develop your skills as far as you like.

All gearboxes / engines / differentials are sealed to ensure parity between cars
Ginetta is the only approved service agent for engines / gearboxes and differentials
Weight limit for both car and driver
Tyre limits in place to reduce costs
Ginetta’s state of the art dynamometer truck is used during the scrutineering process which is capable of producing
flywheel and driven wheel BHP figures
 All oils are controlled and tested at random after each event
 The cars are designed with mechanics and engineers in mind, and use common components which require limited
adjustment






Drivers graduating from the GRDC move straight to the G40 Cup using a slightly tweaked version of their G40. From there
(or the Ginetta Junior Championship) you can step up to the racing thoroughbreds and compete in our one make GT5 and
GT4 championships. Then you’re ready to move into prototype racing with the iconic LMP3, G58 and G60-LT-P1.
Over the past ten years, Ginetta has supported hundreds of drivers as they took their first steps into the thrilling world of
motor racing. This is no fluke, it’s our reputation as a high-profile training ground for the stars of the future which brought
over 140 drivers to our grids alone in 2018, and we look forward to you being one of them in 2019.
Central to our success is our reputation for fairness and a level playing field. To uphold the integrity and reputation of our
championships, they are all run with the same ethos of tight technical controls and sporting regulations as below:

SPORTING REGULATIONS






All cars carry on-board judicial cameras
Driving standards are closely monitored, with licence points compounded with championship points deductions
Dedicated, full-season championship Clerk of the Course
Dedicated, full-season championship Eligibility / Safety Scrutineer
MSA sanctioned
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GINETTA IS WELL VERSED IN BRINGING
INCREDIBLY COMPETITIVE AND
ENTERTAINING SUPPORT SERIES TO
THE TOCA PACKAGE.
Their career ladder is a truly unique offering in British motorsport and it is
fantastic to see drivers progress from the Ginetta Junior Championship
into the Ginetta GT4 SuperCup and beyond, including a number of former
Ginetta drivers who are currently competing in the BTCC.

ALAN GOW

Series Director of the British Touring Car Championship
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GINETTA JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
The Ginetta Junior Championship is the UK’s longest running and most prestigious junior series.
Offering the first step on the motorsport ladder for 14- 17 year old racing drivers, it gives aspiring teenage drivers the
experience of a lifetime, kick-starting their journey towards racing stardom to a massive trackside audience and millions of
fans at home.

GINETTA HAS BEEN A LOT OF FUN
OVER THE LAST TWO YEARS AND A
VERY GOOD EXPERIENCE.
The affordable racing at such a young age exceeded my expectations and I thoroughly enjoyed my time in the Championship

LUKE BROWNING

Ginetta Junior Competitor 2018

Using the multi-disciplined Ginetta G40, the championship is a proven tool in the development of drivers moving on to a
variety of different Motorsport disciplines.

THE MOTORSPORT WORLD IS IMMERSED WITH RACING STARS WHO STARTED THEIR CAREERS
IN GINETTA JUNIORS AND SOME OF THE SUCCESS STORIES FROM 2018 ALONE INCLUDE:

 LANDO NORRIS (Rookie Champion, 2014)
FIA F2 VICE-CHAMPION, CONFIRMED F1 SEAT FOR 2019

 TOM INGRAM (Champion, 2010)
BTCC INDEPENDENTS CHAMPION AND OVERALL VICE-CHAMPION

 JACK MITCHELL (Champion, 2014)
BRITISH GT4 CHAMPION AND CHINA GT4 CHAMPION

 KIERN JEWISS (Rookie Champion, 2017)
BRITISH FORMULA 4 CHAMPION

 JAMES KELLETT (Vice-Champion, 2014)
GINETTA GT5 CHALLENGE CHAMPION

 WILL TREGURTHA (Champion, 2016)
GT4 EUROPEAN SERIES VICE-CHAMPION

 STUART MIDDLETON (Vice-Champion, 2016)
GT4 EUROPEAN SERIES VICE-CHAMPION

 DINO ZAMPARELLI ((Champion, 2008)
PORSCHE CARRERA CUP GB VICE-CHAMPION

 TOM GAMBLE (Champion, 2017)
MCLAREN AUTOSPORT BRDC AWARD WINNER

 JAMIE CAROLINE (Champion, 2015)
MCLAREN AUTOSPORT BRDC AWARD FINALIST
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DRIVER PACKAGE













2018 FACT BOX

26 round championship over ten race weekends
Pre-event testing included
British Touring Car Championship support series
Separate Rookie class for ﬁrst year drivers
Complementary hospitality at all events
Ginetta parts and technical support
Live ITV4 coverage of Sunday race
Championship race highlights on Motorsport UK
Post event race report across motorsport press
PR and social media guidance
Tight technical controls to ensure parity with cars
Testing and tyre restrictions to control budget









22 Different top ten ﬁnishers
19 Rookie drivers
19 Car average grid size
9 Different podium finishers
7 Rookie podium ﬁnishers
2 Rookie class winners
22 Largest grid

CHAMPIONSHIP PRIZES
 OVERALL CHAMPION

Season loan of a Ginetta G55 GT4 car for use in the 2020 Ginetta GT4 SuperCup.

 ROOKIE CHAMPION

Free entry into the 2020 Ginetta Junior Championship
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THE MAJORITY OF THE FIELD IN JUNIORS
WERE FIRST YEAR DRIVERS THIS SEASON
BUT THAT HARDLY SHOWED AGAIN - YOU’D
HAVE THOUGHT THAT THEY WERE
SEASONED PROS.
That’s surely testament to the whole package - teams, drivers and officials. All of
us in the ITV team enjoyed the racing once again - right the way down to the last
race decider! This year I was lucky enough to work with a number of youngsters
who are looking to graduate from Karts into car racing and it’s clear that Ginetta
Junior is their first choice of car and championship.

2019 CALENDAR

GINETTA JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP

RICHARD JOHN NEIL

01

APR 06/07

BRANDS HATCH

06

AUG 03/04

SNETTERTON

02

APR 27/28

DONINGTON PARK

07

AUG 17/18

THRUXTON

03

MAY 18/19

THRUXTON

08

SEPT 14/15

KNOCKHILL

04

JUN 15/16

CROFT

09

SEPT 28/29

SILVERSTONE

05

JUN 29/30

OULTON PARK

10

OCT 12/13

BRANDS HATCH
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ITV4 Commentator

GINETTA RACING DRIVERS CLUB
The GRDC is an all-inclusive package designed for drivers who are brand new to the sport.
Every one of our GRDC competitors has the same level of track experience; meaning when you’re on the grid for the first
time in your life, the rest of your racing family is in exactly the same boat. Those pre-race butterflies? They have them too.
Once you’re a member, you will enjoy close, competitive racing in your very own Ginetta G40 Club Car at the most
prestigious circuits in the country, mixing it with a field of like-minded novice drivers. We will provide full factory support
every step of the way - all you have to do is drive.
Included in the price of your car is absolutely everything you need to go racing. The G40 comes with 12 months road tax
and is setup by our in-house team of mechanical geniuses to make sure you’re road and race ready. We include a VBox as
standard, which means you can keep hold of your race footage and use it to improve your lines (or just admire your driving
– we won’t judge).
We don’t just give you the car and leave you to your own devices. We’ll make sure you’re fully equipped mentally and
physically by the time you sit on the grid for the very first time. We organise your racing driver (ARDS) tests and, in a bid to
uphold our 100% pass record, we put on training days for all our drivers.
These days feature several hours of on track testing, with the Ginetta team organising technical training, handling, practice
starts, media and race craft training, a mechanical workshop and much more to ensure drivers are ready for the season
ahead, which starts with a sprint challenge.

I HAD A FANTASTIC YEAR REALISING A
LIFE-LONG DREAM IN THE GRDC IN 2018.
Track days are plenty of fun, obviously, but there’s nothing quite like diving into
the first corner surrounded by cars, none of whom are going to let you past
without a fight. The on-track stuff was amazing and the Ginetta G40 was a great
first race car but what I perhaps wasn’t prepared for when I signed up was the
camaraderie off-track between a bunch of drivers all living that same dream. If
you’ve been watching motorsport from the armchair for years, like I have, you
have to experience it for yourself.

MICHAEL CHANNELL

Ginetta Racing Drivers Club Competitor 2018
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DRIVER PACKAGE

2018 FACT BOX

A road registered Ginetta G40 Club Car with tax.
A complete introductory racing package inc:




















Eight round championship
Four race weekends
Two track days with instruction
One sprint event
British GT support series
ARDS race licence including support and organisation
Dedicated race weekend technician
Ginetta village setup throughout the weekend
Complementary hospitality at all events
Ginetta parts and technical support

14 Car average grid size
4 Podium finishers
2 Different race winners
2 Drivers with fastest race laps
7 Rookie podium ﬁnishers
2 Rookie class winners
2 Pole position drivers from six rounds

SERIES PRIZE

2019 CALENDAR

 OVERALL CHAMPION

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Free entry into the 2020 G40 Cup.

 VICE-CHAMPION

Half price entry into the 2020 G40 Cup.
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MAR 29
APR 09
MAY 10
MAY 18
JUN 08/09
JUN 22
AUG 03

BLYTON PARK (Trackday)
SNETTERTON (ARDS licence)
BLYTON PARK (Sprint challenge)
SNETTERTON
SILVERSTONE
DONINGTON PARK
BRANDS HATCH

GINETTA G40 CUP
The Ginetta G40 Cup is a natural progression for drivers who have recently discarded their ‘novice’ plates. Very popular with
graduates from the Ginetta Racing Drivers Club (GRDC), the G40 Cup also welcomes drivers with previous experience of
circuit racing.

COMPETITIVE, FURIOUS AND FUN.
ENJOYED EVERY MINUTE.
JAMIE HOPKINS

G40 Cup Competitor 2018

This series increases the circuit time for drivers when compared with the GRDC. It runs as a support series to the British GT
Championship, taking in six circuits with a trio of races at each venue including a popular overseas trip to a famous European
circuit.
The G40 Cup is also the ideal platform for drivers who have too much circuit racing experience for the purely entry-level
GRDC, enabling them to join a packed grid and race amongst drivers of similar ability and experience. It’s a great
springboard to learn quickly and move up the Ginetta ladder, with karting graduate and 2017 champion Michael Crees
winning the Michelin Ginetta GT4 SuperCup AM Class title in 2018.
GRDC drivers can continue to compete in their road legal G40 with a few minor changes. The uprated suspension and slick
tyres unleash the next level in performance, making the G40 Cup a perfect fit for those wanting to push themselves on track
whilst still seeking a sociable feel to their racing.

GINETTA FOR ME, IS ALL ABOUT VALUE AND
PARITY.
Although G40 Cup is highly competitive now, Ginetta do ensure the cars are as close
to being exactly the same as possible. Any advantage has to be sought via handling
setup. Value wise, being part of the British GT paddock means we get 90% of the
atmosphere for a fraction of the cost and the TV coverage on Ginetta’s social media
is better than ever before.

ROB KEOGH

G40 Cup Competitor 2018
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DRIVER PACKAGE









2018 FACT BOX

17 round championship
Six race weekends
British GT support series
Complementary hospitality at all events
Ginetta parts and technical support
Post event TV coverage
Post event race report across motorsport press
PR and social media guidance







22 Car average grid size
7 Podium ﬁnishers
6 Different race winners
27 Largest grid of the year
4 Pole position drivers from six rounds

CHAMPIONSHIP PRIZES

2019 CALENDAR

 OVERALL CHAMPION

01
02
03
04
05
06

Free entry into the 2020 Ginetta GT5 Challenge.

 VICE-CHAMPION

Half price entry into the 2020 Ginetta GT5
Challenge.
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APR 20/22
MAY 18/19
JUN 08/09
JUL 06/07
AUG 03/04
SEPT 14/15

OULTON PARK
SNETTERTON
SILVERSTONE
ZANDVOORT
BRANDS HATCH
DONINGTON PARK

GINETTA GT5 CHALLENGE
The Ginetta GT5 Challenge offers a unique opportunity to race in a single-make racing championship whilst still being a part
of the prestigious British GT and British Touring Car Championship weekends. The Ginetta GT5 Challenge is suitable for all
ages and levels of race experience and is widely known as being the breeding ground for future professional drivers.
Joining the British GT Championship at five meetings, with an additional two as part of the British Touring Car Championship
support bill, this seven-weekend series is a popular entry-level championship for many aspiring GT racers, as it combines
accessible motorsport with packed grids and close racing.
The championship features both Professional and Amateur classes, both of which enjoy their own prize giving. The format
ensures competitors with time-consuming workloads are not at a disadvantage to those career racers who can test and train
throughout the week.
The G40 GT5 car offers exhilarating racing for all ages and experience. It’s also eligible for a number of UK clubman series,
giving you plenty of ‘bang for your buck’. With more power than our GRDC range, this car unleashes the G40’s maximum
power and potential.
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AS A STEP UP WITH CLOSE QUARTERS RACING
THE GT5 ROUNDS ARE A PERFECT TRAINING
GROUND AND THE NEXT LOGICAL STEP FOR
ANYONE’S RACING CAREER.
With factory support from Ginetta alongside strong media and live TV coverage with
British Gt and BTCC rounds all this provides a great branding and promotional
opportunity for your sponsors. Iconic tracks around the UK and in to Europe provides a
great opportunity to develop your race experience to another level.

KATIE MILNER

GT5 Challenge 2018

DRIVER PACKAGE

2018 FACT BOX

 18 round championship
 Seven race weekends
 Five British GT and two BTCC support
appearances
 Pro and Am class structure
 Complementary hospitality at all events
 Ginetta parts and technical support
 Live ITV4 coverage during BTCC weekends
 Post event TV coverage at British GT weekends
 Post event race report across motorsport press
 PR and social media guidance









CHAMPIONSHIP PRIZES
 OVERALL CHAMPION

Free entry into the 2020 Ginetta GT4 SuperCup.

 VICE-CHAMPION

Half price entry into the 2020 Ginetta GT4 SuperCup
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32 Car average grid size
24 Pro drivers
13 AM drivers
11 Podium ﬁnishers
4 Different race winners
25 Different top ten finishers
35 Largest grid

2019 CALENDAR

GINETTA GT5 CHALLENGE

01

APR 20/22

OULTON PARK

05

JUL 06/07

ZANDVOORT

02

MAY 18/19

THRUXTON*

06

AUG 03/04

SNETTERTON*

03

JUN 08/09

SILVERSTONE

07

SEPT 14/15

DONINGTON PARK

04

JUN 22/23

DONINGTON PARK

*Supports BTCC
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GINETTA HAVE THEIR SUPERCUP
REGULATIONS JUST ABOUT RIGHT.
Like the Juniors, both titles went all the way to the final event of the
season which kept the spectators at Brands Hatch on the edge of their
seat.

RICHARD JOHN NEIL
ITV4 Commentator

GINETTA GT4 SUPERCUP
The Ginetta GT4 SuperCup is Ginetta’s flagship championship. Recognised by the British Racing Drivers Club, it is seen as
a stepping stone into global GT and prototype racing, whilst catering for career drivers and gentleman racers alike.
Featuring both Professional and Amateur classes, both of which enjoy their own points structure and prize giving, the format
ensures competitors with time-consuming workloads are not at a disadvantage to those career racers who can test and train
throughout the week.
The championship provides the ideal next step from competition in the Ginetta G40 and the Ginetta G55 GT4 car itself is
eligible for a number of domestic and international GT races, making it the perfect training ground for drivers looking to
progress their career in the sport.
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IT’S BEEN AN UNFORGETTABLE SEASON
THIS YEAR MAKING THE LEAP FROM
GINETTA G40 JUNIOR INTO GINETTA
GT4 SUPERCUP.
Being just 16 years old at the time it was a lot to take in and learn but being
in the same paddock and making the transition with my existing team and
Ginetta meant we were competitive right from Round 1 at Brands Hatch Indy.
Continuing as part of the BTCC support package has been great to build my
profile as a driver and has provided my sponsors with some excellent
exposure.

HARRY KING

GT4 SuperCup Competitor 2018

DRIVER PACKAGE

2018 FACT BOX

 23 round championship over eight race
weekends
 Pre event testing included
 British Touring Car Championship support series
 Pro and AM class structure
 Complementary hospitality at all events
 Ginetta parts and technical support
 Live ITV4 coverage of Sunday race
 All championship races on Motorsport UK
 Post event race report across motorsport press
 PR and social media guidance
 Tight technical controls to ensure parity with cars
 Testing and tyre restrictions to control budget










18 Car average grid size
14 Pro drivers
10 AM drivers
8 Pro podium finishers
8 AM podium finishers
4 Different Pro race winners
4 Different Am race winners
19 Largest grid

CHAMPIONSHIP PRIZES
 PRO CLASS CHAMPION

 AM CLASS CHAMPION

 VICE-CHAMPION

 AM VICE-CHAMPION

£10,000 Ginetta parts credit

£5,000 Ginetta parts credit

£5,000 Ginetta parts credit

£2,500 Ginetta parts credit
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2019 CALENDAR
GINETTA GT4 SUPERCUP

01

APR 06/07

BRANDS HATCH

05

AUG 17/18

THRUXTON

02

APR 27/28

DONINGTON PARK

06

SEPT 14/15

KNOCKHILL

03

JUN 15/16

CROFT

07

SEPT 28/29

SILVERSTONE

04

JUN 29/30

OULTON PARK

08

OCT 12/13

BRANDS HATCH
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 LMP1

THE GINETTA JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP AND GT4 SUPERCUP ARE AN
INTEGRAL PART OF OUR LIVE TELEVISION COVERAGE ON ITV4 AND
BOTH SERIES PROVIDE FANTASTIC ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE FANS.

LMP1

CHARLIE ROBERTSON
JUNIORS, GT4 SUPERCUP, LMP1

They also provide an important platform for the drivers to develop their skills and careers. The number of racers who have started out
in Juniors and progressed through the ranks to careers in international motorsport is testament to the standard of competition and
professionalism that the Ginetta championships provide.

 G58
G58

LOUISE GOODMAN

ITV4 Presenter

AWAITING NAME
JUNIORS, GT4 SUPERCUP, LMP1

 GT4 SUPERCUP
GT4 SUPERCUP

CHARLIE ROBERTSON
JUNIORS, GT4 SUPERCUP, LMP1

 G40 CUP

G40 CUP

AWAITING NAME
JUNIORS, GT4 SUPERCUP, LMP1

 GRDC
GRDC

CHARLIE ROBERTSON
JUNIORS, GT4 SUPERCUP, LMP1
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WE ARE PROUD TO EXTEND OUR LONG-STANDING
SPONSORSHIP PARTNERSHIP WITH GINETTA AND
STRENGTHEN OUR ASSOCIATION WITH THE
COMPLETE LADDER OF RACING THAT GINETTA
AND MICHELIN CAN PROVIDE FOR DRIVERS.

SPONSORSHIP & MARKETING
Ginetta’s prominence on the motorsport scene offers an exciting opportunity for sponsors looking to expand brand
awareness on a global scale.

We feel that our two brands work together very well, allowing drivers of all ages and abilities to
experience the thrill of motorsport, while providing an excellent springboard for them to
progress through the various classes and beyond, if they so wish. The exposure Ginetta can
offer via their various Motorsport platforms has offered brilliant exposure for our Brand.

In our UK series, value is offered through extended television coverage both on ITV and Channel 4, coupled with print and
online exposure in the leading motorsport press. With eight square metres of advertising space available on a G55 and
seven square metres on the G40, there is a plethora of opportunities for brands to expand their market presence.

This partnership also helps us bring to life the Total Performance characteristics of both our
motorsport and road tyres, which are developed along similar lines to make driving a
sustainable and more pleasurable experience for all.

Outside the UK, the opportunities are endless. The Ginetta G55 GT4 is one of the most successful cars of its time and is an
excellent choice if you’re looking for return on investment, while the G58 never fails to cause a stir.

TIM HOARE

Motorsport Manager North Europe Zone

 MICHELIN TYRES PLC
Ginetta has extensive links with leading global tyre manufacturer Michelin. The title sponsor of the Ginetta Junior
Championship, they also act as sole tyre supplier to all Ginetta championships. Not only that, but their distributor, Protyre
Motorsport supply all Ginetta teams and drivers at circuits during every race event and exclusive test day.

 MILLERS OILS
We are delighted to welcome Millers Oils as a new partner for Ginetta in 2019. A fellow Yorkshire company, they will be the
new title sponsor for the Ginetta GT4 Supercup and will back our Ginetta Junior Scholarship car, whilst they will also be
producing a new bespoke motorsport lubricant range for Ginetta cars, branded Ginetta Tech by Millers.

MOTORSPORT HERITAGE RUNS DEEP INTO OUR
130-YEAR HISTORY AND WE ARE DELIGHTED
TO CONTINUE THAT JOURNEY WORKING WITH
GINETTA CARS
The partnership aims to benefit those competing in the 2019 Ginetta Championships by
improving reliability while also increasing performance.
As well as developing the new co-branded range, we will also be offering our lubricant
expertise not only to Ginetta itself, but also to competitors through our technical helplines.

TONY LOWE

Managing Director, Millers Oils
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HOSPITALITY & SPONSOR BENEFITS

 FACTORY TOURS

 RACE DAY HOSPITALITY

We never get bored of wandering around the Ginetta factory and we are more than happy to open our doors to Ginetta
driver’s and host talks, roundtables and meetings. You’re more than welcome to make use of our amenities to host events
or sponsor meetings in return for a charitable donation towards our charity, the LNT Foundation.

Maybe we’re biased, but we think a day out with the Ginetta family offers plenty more than your average ‘day at the races’.
What better place to entertain your friends, family, sponsors and business contacts than against the backdrop of the UK’s
best racing circuits? Our purpose-built Ginetta race centre comes with complimentary hospitality, a front-of-house
representative to look after your guests if you’re too busy racing and a live stream of the races so there’s no excuses to miss
a minute of the action.
Being a part of the Ginetta family means you get to look the part too. We provide every entrant with a number of season entry
passes, which when hung around your necks provide access to places the general public can’t go. You’ll get a handful of
passes for lunch too, with additional hospitality available to pre-book.

 SPONSOR AND GUEST TRACK TIME
We understand that whilst sponsors love nothing more than seeing their logo whizzing around on the side of the racing car,
rarely do they get to buckle in and see what their investment is actually paying for. We love to show our products to as many
people as possible, so the Ginetta Media Day combines an exclusive Ginetta test day with a fantastic day out for sponsors,
family and friends. You’re free to offer high-speed passenger laps to a number of guests, plus there’s a limited number of
opportunities for them to drive a Ginetta G40 alongside an instructor.

 CORPORATE TRACK DAYS
Whoever you want to impress, Ginetta can tailor a track day to perfectly suit your budget, timescales and guest list.
Participants are treated to a day of high speed thrills and the ultimate racing-driver experience. Getting behind the wheel of
our road-legal race car, the Ginetta G40, guests will push their driving limits to the max with expert tuition from our
instructors. Once they’ve had a feel of the track, they can strap into one of our race cars for high-speed passenger laps and
a full throttle race experience.
Our packages work best with groups of up to 20 guests who are available for a full day. However, activities can be modified
in order to accommodate different sized parties and requirements. You don’t need any prior racing experience or a car to
join in a Ginetta Track Day, just a valid UK driving licence and a desire to have fun. Day’s can take place at Ginetta’s own test
track – Blyton Park, or at other venues throughout the UK by prior agreement.

 GINETTA AWARDS DINNER
At Ginetta HQ, we don’t need much of excuse to throw a party. At the end of each season, we throw a black tie bash to
celebrate our successes as a motorsport family. The event includes a champagne reception and three course dinner before
the all-important prize-giving. As if that wasn’t enough, it is all washed down with a night of embarrassing dancing as our DJ
continues the celebrations into the early hours. The top three drivers in each championship receive a free ticket to the event,
offering the perfect opportunity to see out the season in style.
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MEDIA

 SOCIAL MEDIA

Ginetta loves to shout about its success, so you’ll often see us celebrating our cars, drivers and the adventures of the
Ginetta family across multiple media platforms.

You’ve all seen your friends posting photos on Instagram with a string of hashtags after their emoji laden post. They are a
hoot but are they really important? The answer is yes. Social media is key to boosting your own (and your sponsors) online
presence and profile.

If you’re wondering how to get that all-important blue tick on your Twitter page, or pass the 1,000 follower mark on
Instagram, you’ve come to the right place. All five of the Ginetta championships have a place on the support bill for the UK’s
highest-profile series in terms of press coverage and spectator appeal, and our international customers always get plenty
of shout outs too.

Ginetta has a strong social media presence because our online identity is one worth following (at least, we think so!). As of
December 2018, we have over 49,000 social media followers, with more joining every day. During race weekends, the social
media squad publish commentaries of our races on Twitter, as well as short Facebook roundup and selection of images at
the end of each day.

 TELEVISION, ONLINE AND PRINT
The Ginetta GT4 SuperCup, Ginetta Junior Championship and Ginetta GT5 Challenge were part of the BTCC coverage that
exceeded over 19 million television viewers in 2018, with races broadcast live on ITV4 during the championship race days.
The presenters and commentators make a point of walking around the paddock during the meeting, giving you an
opportunity to plug yourselves and your sponsors.
Elsewhere, all championships receive extensive coverage from the leading motorsport press with Autosport, Motorsport
News, BARC and The Checkered Flag having dedicated reporters focused on the Ginetta series. The PR team are happy
to make personal introductions between journalists and drivers to allow you to build a working relationship with the media.
Every driver will have a name check in the race day programme and Ginetta event previews. We make a point of including
social media handles too whenever possible. If you’d like to invest in your own Press Officer for that extra bit of promotion,
we can also introduce you to some well-known faces in the press room.
Drivers are actively encouraged to contribute content to Ginetta.com. We are committed to providing quality content and
rely on our Ginetta family to provide interesting features for our 18,000 unique monthly users.

 TACKSIDE ATTENDANCE 2018**

 TOTAL UK TV AUDIENCE 2018*

381,600

19,009,300 million

*Cumulative sustained audience viewer hours, weighted according to programme duration

THE GINETTA CHAMPIONSHIPS CONTINUED TO
ENTERTAIN AND IMPRESS TELEVISION VIEWERS
AND TRACKSIDE CROWDS THROUGHOUT THE 2018
SEASON.
Those of us in the sport realise that the company can literally take someone from racing rookie
to Le Mans as part of the Ginetta family. And it doesn’t matter if the rookie is a teenager or a new
race driver in thirties or forties – the path is there.

RICHARD JOHN NEIL
ITV4 Sport Commentator

**Total is cumulative over three-day attendance at all ten BTCC meetings.
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GINETTA JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP
You’ve probably gathered by now that the driving force behind Ginetta is making sure our drivers get the support they need
throughout their motorsport careers. To that end, we like to ‘give back’ to the motorsport community and offer a fully funded
season in the Ginetta Junior Championship to a young driver who we think has the talent to make a career for themselves.
Since its inception in 2009, the Scholarship has provided over 300 drivers with the chance to compete for the coveted prize,
with former winners going on to enjoy great success in the Junior Championship, with 2017 winner Adam Smalley becoming
the first Scholar to go on and win the overall Junior title the following year.
His predecessor Daniel Harper claimed the Rookie Championship in 2016 and third overall the next season, while 2015
Scholar Stuart Middleton finished second overall in 2016 and has since gone on to win the British GT4 title and finish
runner-up in the GT4 European Series behind the wheel of a Ginetta G55 GT4.

I CANNOT THINK OF MANY SERIES IN THE UK
THAT CAN KEEP AN AUDIENCE ON THE EDGE OF
THEIR SEATS FOR THE ENTIRE DURATION OF A
RACE, BUT MY WORD THE GINETTA JUNIORS
DO JUST THAT!
The passion, the speed and overtaking moves from these youngsters really is something
to behold. Whether you are looking to pursue a career in touring cars, single seaters or GT
racing this is the place to be. It is an immense championship driven by people who have the
same enthusiasm as those on the grid.

PAUL O’NEILL

ITV4 Commentator

MY TWO DAYS AT THE GINETTA JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIP
WERE EXTREMELY ENJOYABLE AND PRODUCTIVE AS I
FOUND MY LIMITS BOTH MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY.
I learnt a lot from the expert driver coaching and also advice on how to present myself to the media. I won
my place into the Scholarship after winning the BSKC, the step up from karting into the G40 Junior was
really fun and fast as well as a big learning curve. I am really looking forward to the racing itself but also
representing Ginetta and all the sponsors at every round.

ETHAN BROOKS

Ginetta Junior Scholarship 2019
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HALL OF FAME

In single-seaters, Ginetta has produced three of the last four British F4 champions, with Norris joined in the roll of honour
by 2015 Junior champion Jamie Caroline and most recently 2017 Junior Rookie Cup victor Kiern Jewiss, while former series
front-runner Will Palmer won the 2015 BRDC Formula 4 Championship.

Whether your motorsport journey features a season in a Ginetta Championship or a stint behind the wheel of one of our cars
in an international race series, there’s plenty to take from your time with the Ginetta Family. Some of these success stories
have previously raced with Ginetta:

The prestigious McLaren Autosport BRDC Award has helped launch the careers of the likes of David Coulthard, Dario
Franchitti and Jenson Button, with three of the last four award winners having previously raced in our Junior series: Palmer,
Norris and 2017 series champion Tom Gamble.

Since finishing third overall in the Junior Championship in 2014, Lando Norris has enjoyed a sensational rise up the
motorsport ladder. A champion in British F4, Formula Renault 2.0 Eurocup and FIA European Formula 3, the current FIA
Formula Two vice-champion will now be lining up on the Formula 1 grid in 2019 with McLaren.
Charlie Robertson has achieved his dream courtesy of the Ginetta motorsport ladder. From making his racing debut with
us back in 2011 aged 14, the 2012 Junior and 2014 GT4 SuperCup champion reached one of the biggest stages in world
motorsport last year as he made his Le Mans 24 Hours debut in our G60-LT-P1.
Back in the UK, Ginetta alumni are all over the grid in the Kwik Fit British Touring Car Championship, with no less than 16
former drivers lining up in 2018, including former GT4 SuperCup champions Adam Morgan and Tom Oliphant, and 2015
Junior vice-champion Senna Proctor.
Leading the charge has been our former Ginetta Junior, G50 Cup and GT4 SuperCup champion Tom Ingram, who enjoyed a
sensational 2018 campaign to take the overall BTCC title fight down to the season finale, finishing as outright vice-champion
and adding a second Independents Drivers’ title to his résumé.
Will Tregurtha and Stuart Middleton fought wheel-to-wheel for the 2016 Junior title, with the former emerging victorious,
before they became teammates and stormed to British GT4 title success in 2017, before finishing as vice-champions in the
GT4 European Series the following year.
Their successor to the British GT4 crown was 2014 Junior champion Jack Mitchell, who also added the China GT4 title. In
fact, Ginetta graduate’s held each of the top five positions in the 2018 British GT4 standings, while further previous British
GT success came from 2011 Junior champion Seb Morris who took the 2017 GT3 honours.
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GINETTA MOTORSPORT LADDER

LMP1

The Ginetta ladder is unrivalled in the world of Motorsport. No
other manufacturer on the globe can offer a genuine route for a
driver from their first race in a car, all the way up to the pinnacle
of sportscar racing, the Le Mans 24hours.

G58

GT4 INTERNATIONAL

GT5 CHALLENGE

LMP3

GT4 SUPERCUP

G40 CUP

GRDC

JUNIOR
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CONTACTS
 EMAIL






championship@ginetta.com
parts@ginetta.com
sales@ginetta.com
mailbox@ginetta.com
pr@ginetta.com

 TELEPHONE
 0113 385 4160
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WWW.GINETTA.COM
HELIOS 47, LEEDS, LS25 2DY
0113 385 4160 | SALES@GINETTA .COM

